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BDS-I BDS/Interconnect 
Ordering & Billing

All revenue is critical to your telecom’s bottom line and CDG is committed to helping 
you bill for every dollar you earn as a local loop provider.  We offer a progressive series 
of solutions to recover costs, eliminate billing errors, and leverage every available 
revenue source.

Business Data Services - Interconnect (BDS-I) :  
IntraMTA Usage Identification and Billing

CDG’s MTA IQ feature offers your telecom an 
additional possible source of revenue by correctly 
identifying and validating terminating IntraMTA usage 
for billing.  ILECs, CLECs, and other providers can 
generate additional revenue regardless of their current 
arrangement by activating CDG’s MTA usage and audit 
process. 

With the flick of a switch, wireless usage records in 
which the LRN fields have been populated can be 
compared with MTA tables to determine the correct 
jurisdiction of the call.  By accurately identifying 
and billing MTA usage, the IntraMTA Usage module 
can reduce disputes and produce auditable records, 
allowing your company to take advantage of an 
additional source of income. CDG’s IntraMTA Usage 
module has been proven to be effective and reliable, 
and is currently in use for billing and collecting revenue.

Your telecom provides vital services for carriers across 
the nation, so make sure that your billing system allows 
you to record and bill for all relevant charges, reduce 
revenue leakage and improve profitability. CDG offers 
you this type of top-of-the-line performance and 
flexibility with a suite of products that are designed to 
manage billing issues effectively.
 
Committed to the continuous development of highly 
adaptable systems, we focus on the increasing industry 
demand for automated features that improve revenue 
management, reduce carrier disputes, and minimize the 
human workload.

CDG’s BDS-I is the product of choice for reliable, 
comprehensive Interconnect and BDS/Special 
Acess ordering and billing and offers a full service 
product line, including data conversion management, 
integration and records analysis and quantification.  We 
also offer a variety of other services, including:

 •     Interconnection Agreement, Tariff, and Contract
       Rate Maintenance 

 •     Record Audits, including Rates, Usage, and
           Traffic Analysis 
 •     Collection Letters 
 •     User Training

BDS-I meets the highest industry standards. Ours 
bills conform to guidelines as established by the 
Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions for 
Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) CABS Billing Output 
Specifications (C/BOS) and Multiple Exchange Carrier 
Access Bill (MECABS) standards.


